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Introduction
On April 4, 2009, Richard Poplawski, a resident of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, shot and killed
three Pittsburgh Police Bureau officers responding to a domestic disturbance call involving
Poplawski and his mother. Poplawski was a white supremacist and anti-government extremist
who subscribed to “New World Order” conspiracy theories about a future police state in which
martial law would be declared, guns confiscated, and dissenting citizens sent to FEMA-run
concentration camps.
Immediately following the shooting, the Anti-Defamation League’s Center on Extremism
instigated an extensive investigation into Poplawski and his background, examining nearly 2,000
Internet postings he had made in recent years on various on-line message boards. From these
postings, ADL uncovered his increasing extremism and confrontationalism in the six months
prior to the April 2009 ambush.
ADL provided this information to investigators and, later, prosecutors involved in the case. In
the spring of 2011, ADL summarized many of Poplawski’s most relevant postings in a 41-page
report provided to prosecutors. Though submitted as evidence, the information contained in the
report was in the end not used in the trial; the judge ruled that it might be prejudicial to the jury.
In the light of Poplawski’s conviction and subsequent death sentence in June 2011, ADL has
decided to make public the contents of that report, to provide the citizens of Pittsburgh a better
understanding of the background behind the tragic events of April 4, 2009 by illustrating the
mindset of Richard Poplawski.
The following on-line postings by Richard Poplawski are categorized by subject and arranged
chronologically within each category.
Categories:
I. White Supremacy................................................................................................................... 2
II. Anti-Government/Police-Authority ..................................................................................... 10
III. Anti-Government/Survivalism............................................................................................. 18
IV. Anti-Government/Resistance............................................................................................... 27
V. “Mainstream” Politics and Obama....................................................................................... 32
VI. Guns ..................................................................................................................................... 36
Notes:
1. Some posts appear in more than one section (because their content seemed appropriate to each section)
2. In a few cases, italics or formatting added to help the reader distinguish previous quoted poster from Poplawski
posting.
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White Supremacy

Date
Source (Website) Comment
I have long since felt the same way. I attribute it, in part, to
10/23/2007 Stormfront

my solid upbringing...my mother made it clear that it would
be frowned upon (to say the least, she actually told me she
would bust me with a frying pan) to bring home a non-white
girlfriend long before I had started thinking about bringing
home any girls period, lol.
Negroes especially have disgusting facial features. The fat
nosed flaring nostril look is putrid. Nappy hair makes me
want to gag. I dont want to even imagine setting eyes upon
the genital region of a negroe female.
I think another thing that is off-putting is the black attitude
they tend to have, with the head bobbing and the lip
smacking and the ebonic bubonic slurring. garbage.
Latina chicks are even worse off in the attitude department,
talk about a cocky you-owe-me-something group. and you
talk about black girls looking like men- almost every asian
on this planet looks the same to me
As disgusting as it is, it really is no wonder a negroe would
kill for a beautiful blonde haired gal. If only everybody
would stick to their own race we would be a bit better off.

10/23/2007 Stormfront

10/24/2007 Stormfront

"Dont mix your blood with dirt, son"
yeah, I did forget that. And I dont think what they say about
races smelling different is that far off the mark when I think
about it. I can definitely smell arabs and indians from
several feet away. I dont notice it as much for asians.
My comment wasn't to justify black "males" wanting White
women, more or less just so say that It makes sense. Who
wouldn't want an attractive White gal. Doesn't mean that its
right, or that I approve of or condone it.
Kind of like, I can see why a thief would want your necklace.
Its a fine necklace indeed. The best kind. Thats not
justifying the theft. Thats a loose example, of course. (Not
meant to put a price on the purity of our race) Just to show
the difference between understanding a crime and justifying
it.
And I believe I said all Asians look the same to me, if thats
not a comment on the looks of an Asian female, I dont know
what is.
As for Latinas, its much harder to pull out downright
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10/27/2007 Stormfront

disgusting traits, in my mind, since Negroes make it so
easy. That doesn't mean I find them attractive or would
date one, but I dont find them as vile as blacks, personally.
Although, impregnating her certainly isnt going to do
anything to sway her mind toward WN.
The original poster said something along the lines of his
girlfriend thinking mixed race babies are attractive. That is
DANGEROUS territory. It implies that she is supportive of
interracial relationships and possibly would be willing to
enter into one herself.
A short personal story- I had this attractive blonde-haired
lover who became pregnant because of us generally being
much
careless. The child was aborted against my wishes
pain, and so on (save the abortion debate for another
thread)
Fast forward to the end of our relationship and the
shattering of young innocent pure love. much pain, and so
on
Fast forward to her next boyfriend:
[picture of two women with black man -ADL]
Yeah, thats right.
There are several points I can draw from my personal
experience that is relevant to this discussion and that post I
quoted specifically
I believe that my strong WN views pushed her toward
something that would tear me up inside, I think this is
because I was overbearing when it came time to discuss
race. '******s this, ******s that' So when it came to that
point where it was, 'what can I do to really get at him?' well,
you see what happened
For a long time, I tore myself up inside for being so careless
as to bring about a situation where what would have been a
beautiful white child was destroyed in the womb. Now with
things as they are, and although its not enough to
completely remove the issue from my conscience, take a
look at my beautiful white child's potential stepfather. and
do 50 pushups.
So my advice, as others have said, is not to be too
overbearing in your approach to WN. Secondly, and
although I laughed at the posters facetious suggestion to
knock her up ASAP, its a bad idea, obviously.
You need to do an efficient, complete job of racial
awakening and do it in a timely manner but not too
forcefully. Sound like a tough job? Welcome to the White
Nationalist movement. Such an assignment is a task with
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which we all are charged.

11/12/2007 Stormfront

My real suggestion, if I may, sir, would be to dump this girl
squarely on her head because she has shown you that you
have a future race traitor on your hands. Although I see the
merit of trying to prevent her from straying in that direction,
know that your heart may depend on it. Good luck.
True story. Not just sharing it to make myself look tough,
has paralells with this incident.
Some time ago, my mother was carjacked. We'll actually her
purse was stolen at a party, from what I understand, and
the culprits matched the keys to the car outside of the
house.
A few days later I was driving through the neighborhood and
I saw my mothers car coming the opposite direction. She
drove a late model mazda mx-3, of which there are very few
on the road, it was unmistakeable. I promptly whipped a Uturn and followed the car. Two groids in it.
I didnt have my cell phone on me at the time, I cant
remember why. I wasnt sure what was going to happen as I
had no way to contact police and was not armed with
anything more than a tire iron.
I followed the car at a distance for a good two miles down a
straight boulevard, hoping police would notice me either me
or the vehicle driving irradically and running red lights...or
something...anything
Eventually I caught the bastards at a red light, I was one
car behind them. I threw the lincoln into park and got out
with the full size tire iron. I guess they saw me coming
because by the time I made it up to try to take a swipe at
the drivers head, he had begun to pull out. So I smashed
the back window. They smashed into the car in front of
them, then into the one beside them, and the car in front of
them.
It was wild, they really mashed their way through traffic and
up over a median to escape a tire iron wielding skinhead.
Anyhow, cops came, I was almost positive I was going to
jail for smashing my moms car with a tire iron and causing a
bunch of accidents and blocking traffic etc. The first cop on
the scene asked me to describe the suspects.
"Two male ******S"
White firefighters, white and black motorists that had been
hit by the stolen car on scene whirled their heads in my
direction.
She threatened to arrest me on the basis of that alone, so I
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changed my tone a bit. But I told her, thats what they were.
Two ******s stole my moms car, and I caught up with
them by chance and smashed their day apart. Too bad I
didnt get a wack at a negroe mellon, too bad I didnt have a
gun with me.
Eh, either way...the car was found abandoned around the
corner, and I was able to get in touch with my mother and
have her come pick it up. They never caught the groids
responsible, or the person that stole the purse and
presumably "sold" the car to ******s that were in it by the
time I caught up with them. The car was shot...front end
obliterated from ramming through traffic, transmission shot
from the joyriding, back hatch window broken out. What a
mess.
But I felt the vigilante super skinhead man, and wasnt
charged for it, much like the guy in this tale. I have since
obtained my license to carry firearms in my homestate of
PA.
It makes me wonder though, I dont understand how this
guy wasnt charged. He went out of his way to chase a
suspect. And used deadly force to protect property which I
was pretty sure isnt legal. There was no longer a threat to
his or his mothers life by the time the perpetrator pulled
away. I dont get it
I mean I am 100% in support of him doing what he did,
especially after my personal story, but I would think for sure
youd go to jail for something like that.
But good for him.
edited by Braced for Fate; 11-12-2007 at 03:23 PM.
Reason: Forgot to mention the niggers were never caught
:(

11/28/2008 Stormfront

Ive been a longtime lurker on stormfront, and I see myself
probably ramping up the activism in the near future.

2/11/2009

http://www.infowars.com/obama-orders-sweeping-review-ofus-cybersecurity/

Infowars

P O Status Reply:
February 11th, 2009 at 12:17 am

Bee,
Racial awareness is on the rise among the young white
population.
2/22/2009

Stormfront

Re: Preparedness: Post what you're hearing on the street
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Quote:

Originally Posted by Draken
If the Palestinians in America, coming from their recent
history, see the writing on the wall....
Draken

2/25/2009

Stormfront

Palestinians know the Jew.
I guess I should be discreet but what-the-hey..
zog knows me by now..if theyre ever gonna know me..
Ive never seen the above image but it is strikingly similar to
my one and only spot of ink which is a deliberately
Americanized version of the iron eagle...
[photo of tattoo -ADL]
wings along the clavical region, the head pokes out of any
open collared shirt
symbolic of freedom and nationalism

3/13/2009

Stormfront

Decoding the collapse

First, let’s review a few basic tenets that are commonly
espoused here on StormFront:
1. The federal government, mainstream media, and
banking system in these United States are strongly
under the influence of- if not completely controlled
by- Zionist interest.
2. An economic collapse of the financial system is
inevitable, bringing with it some degree of civil unrest
if not outright balkanization of the continental US,
civil/revolutionary/racial war, SHTF/TEOTWAKI
scenario etc.
2A. This collapse is likely engineered by the elite
Jewish powers that be in order to make for a power
and asset grab.
Now, it seems to me that there is a need to reconcile these
concepts into a seamless, sensible theory about our near
future.
I don’t think there is any question that item 1 is the truth.
ZOG is. One can read the list of significant persons in
government and in major corporations and see who is
pulling the strings. One can observe the policies and final
products and should walk away with little doubt there is
Zionist occupation and- after some further research &
critical thinking- will discover their insidious intentions.
I also don’t think there is too much debate about the
eventuality of a collapse of economic and social order in this
country. All signs seem to point to a once great nation in the
midst its last gasp, suffocating under the weight fiscal
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irresponsibility. Poisoned by design by the moral decadence
that is a direct byproduct of item 1.
The purpose of this thread is to tap into the collective
knowledgebase of the many bright White Nationalist
thinkers that peruse this forum. Please help me try to
determine the most likely scenario so that we may organize
ourselves around it and plan for its contingencies. If we
somehow get thoroughly blind-sided at this late stage it is
possible that we may never recover.
At the heart of my question is this:
If 1 and 2 are accepted as accurate, what sense does
it make for 2A to also be true?
In other words: Why, seeing as how the Jews seem to
have the nation right where they want it, would they
now turn around and destroy it?
Common perception seems to be that if there is an abrupt
collapse of social order then racial awareness among the
white population will rise dramatically. The Jewish media
that dictates “pop culture” could no longer elevate the
negro, and reality would reveal its nature. Race-mixing
would come to a halt overnight. Consumerism and
materialism would cease as the people scrounge for the
necessities.
It would make much more sense to keep the population
content and therefore apathetic and lethargic than to stir
the pot that would at the very least: create a disruption in
the agenda, and at the very most: drive the elite from their
places of power, which have undoubtedly been sought out
and schemed after for decades.
Fortunately, as of right now, the American populace has yet
to be fully racially homogenized, has yet to become even
close to disarmed, and still would stand a fighting chance to
throw off their chains and ensure a worthwhile existence for
their children. It would make more sense, from the
perspective of the Zionists, to maintain status quo and
continue the drumbeat of miscenegration, continue to sound
the horn of liberalism, and continue the march toward a
dystrophic society in which they could never be challenged.
Furthermore, given the situation in the Middle East, it
doesn’t make sense for Israeli interest to strangle its chief
benefactor. If the US "goes under" and no longer has the
funds or personnel willing to fight wars on behalf of the Jews
then the state of Israel would be history within months as
the Arabs would seize the opportunity they’ve been waiting
for. Or could the Jews rely upon their nuclear arsenal to
stave off assured destruction?
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Don’t get me wrong. If a total collapse is what it takes to
wake our brethren and guarantee future generations of
white children walk this continent, if that is what it takes to
restore our freedoms and recapture our land: let it begin
this very second and not a moment later. Let comfort and
convenience be damned, and I will welcome the hardship
and embrace the pain secure in the knowledge that our
people will rise above and overcome our darkest days.
I just am beginning to think that the elders of Zion are too
smart to start the war. Why would they give us the push we
need? Unless greed and audacity have clouded their minds
in the final hour, I just cannot see an engineered abrupt
collapse scenario. We, the people, are not ripe to be picked
from the tree of liberty. Not just yet. If disturbed at this
juncture, the seeds of racial purity will fall again on this land
and take root. Our enemies know it. They’ve got to.
So where does that leave us? I will continue to instill racial
awareness among our brothers and sisters. I will continue to
promote preparedness but I am not sure what to warn of
anymore. Perhaps the elite, be they evil Zionists or greedy
traitorous goyim, have truly lost control and the inherent
error of their endeavors is creating an unstoppable tidal
wave of global backlash sure to breathe much needed life
into our movement? But perhaps we will endure some type
of slow, drawn out national demise that will allow the
masses to remain asleep while the power at the top is
consolidated?
Perhaps there is an elephant in the room and I don’t see it.
Do you?

3/29/2009

Infowars

http://www.infowars.com/modern-militia-movement-reportwritten-with-adl-assistance/
P O Status Says:
March 29th, 2009 at 1:30 pm

This is a good article. Its important to tie in the ADL with all of
this.
For being such huge players in the endgame, too many
‘infowarriors’ are surprisingly unfamiliar with the zionists.
Mainly bc Alex refuses to call a spade a spade. Get me?
about these NWO/illuninati/elite types: think of some things
(besides money and power) that they all have in common.
3/29/2009

Stormfront

Re: “Modern Militia Movement” Report Written with ADL
Assistance
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Quote:

Originally Posted by I.Q.
Yes, just try posting anything about Jews or Zionism on
Alex Jones' Prisonplanet forum, and see how quickly you
are banned and your posts deleted.
Well, I cant say one way or another. My mind hasnt been
made up on AJ 100% [reference to conspiracy talk show
host Alex Jones –ADL]
for what its worth though, my comment on this article
seems to have stuck:
Quote:

Originally Posted by Me
"This is a good article. Its important to tie in the ADL with
all of this.
For being such huge players in the endgame, too many
‘infowarriors’ are surprisingly unfamiliar with the zionists.
Mainly bc Alex refuses to call a spade a spade. Get me?
about these NWO/illuninati/elite types: think of some
things (besides money and power) that they all have in
common. "
Granted, I didnt call the spade either- I hinted at it without
screaming JEWS! but it stuck.
Maybe one of you can find that comment on there and reply.
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Anti-Government/Police-Authority
Date
Source
11/24/2007 PAFOA

Comment
Re: open carry
Forgive me, I know I could dig hard for the answer to this, as
its frequently trodden territory around here but perhaps
somebody can just chime in and save me the time with a simple
answer or two if they would be so kind

1) are you required to produce ID for a police officer in PA
2) if confronted by an LEO would you be required to follow his
order to conceal the weapon/surrender the weapon/leave the
area (my guess would be no. being that you need only follow
lawful orders??)
3) would you be required to speak at all to a police officer that
stopped you, i.e. could I just sit and stare at his mug and see
what happens? or perhaps repeat the second ammendment or
something similiar with sharp redundancy?
4) would it be a good bet to just try to leave the area? what
happens if Im detained?
Basically I'm getting ready to strap on the holster and start with
the OC. Thing is, I dont look the part of an offduty LEO, being
freshly 21 and babyfaced to boot.
Im just tryin to find a general consensus on the best way to act
if hassled which for some reason I anticipate happening. Seems
like the jury can be somewhat out on the best way of handling a
situation.
I dont care to bend at all from harassment from the police If I'm
doing nothing more than exercising a right. If that means
pissing a cop or two off, then so be it, if they are so ignorant as
to try to trample my rights or inconvenience me in any way for
no reason. I mean Im not talking about DISRESPECTING any
cops, just not bending for them in fear as so many people do.
I know some gun owners may even see that as a problem,
giving other guys OC'ing a bad name or whathaveyou by
'stirring the pot'? I assure you Im not LOOKING for trouble! I
read the thread about the guy at sonic, and it seems like he
handled it well, but it just lends itself to the question: why
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would you even produce the LTCF (which I do have) when
youre not required for an OC on foot, y'know?
i dont know, I just dont want to be apprehensive about doing
something legal and well within my rights just because Im
unsure how to handle a problem if it were to arise.
Please pardon my FAQs, I assure you ill be sniffing around the
forum when I get spare time
1/3/2008

PAFOA

As much as I am glad to see the OP [original poster –ADL]
not escalate the situation....
What you have here is a citizen being illegally detained, his
property illegally seized (even if only temporarily).
If you had tried to walk away from the officers my guess is
they would have stopped you. You werent free to go.
OP, +1 for keeping it cool. (woohoo, I got rep power now!
back up!)

1/8/2008

PAFOA

Still- Another example of an undue hassle. There may have
been real crime going on down the street + This guy had to
freeze his ass of in the middle of a shopping trip for no good
reason. Garbage. Damnit!
I wouldnt be so quick to praise the new sheriff. Of course, he
did show the effort to come out and talk with us. But if you
think about it, hes a freshly elected man. This was a huge
opportunity for him to get his teeth whitened then come out and
smile at the cameras.
It was PR. It reminded me of any other politican. Even look
how he played the other side of the fence in channel 27
interview. He catered to us. He catered to them. He catered to
the cameras.
I watched his mannerisms from the moment I layed eyes on
him, before I even knew who he was. But I knew he was
someone. He radiated an inflated self-importance. Indignation.
I saw him look out of the side of his face at Greg in the
courtroom, who while everybody else was chatting before the
judge appeared, sat solemnly and looked only straight ahead. It
was a look of disdain- just one, and just briefly. I saw it. It was
the opposite of Mr. Rotzs humble body language.
Then come outside and hug the gunmen. Then turn around and
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give the anti's something to walk home with. Yeah, Anthony,
everyone is happy. Good job.
In a way, he did the only thing he could do. He took full
advantage of the situation to build an image for himself, as well
as distance himself from the former sheriff thereby saving
some degree of face. Anybody remember the little jokes he
told. 'Well I only found out last week I'd be walking into this
on my second day of duty hyuk hyuk' Dont remind us. We
know.
I should apologize for being presumptuous. One can never
know what another man truely has in his mind, or in his heart.
Some of you had a chance to talk with the man. I only watched
and studied. I can only offer my observations and my opinions.
He may have been genuine and charming if I had actually
spoken with him. But from what I saw, and what I heard. I was
far from charmed.
There were alot of impressive personalities at work this
afternoon. I had much to take in. I was content to be among the
group. However, on a day containing the display of several
such enthralling demeanors. His was not as such.
1/26/2008

PAFOA

I dont think the goal would be to penalize any sheriff. The idea
would be to plant the seed in their mind that they cant just
revoke or deny and not be called to task on it.
That, I think, isnt such a pipe dream.
If Sheriff Goofyballs is driving to work/reading the
paper/opening his mail/talking with his friend and it comes to
light that there are a group of people looking out for folks who
have been screwed, it makes him less likely to duplicate the
manuever.
I think this is true because what causes the little god complex
these guys have is the feeling that they can do what they want
and nobody is going to say anything to them about it, matter of
fact...nobody will even KNOW. No sheriff will be afraid to
serve up the sour grapes when the public doesnt realize its
happening, or isnt willing to fight it.
I think of it like this. We all sat and recognized the benefits that
emerged from 1/8/08. The "practical precedent". We would be
best served by trying to maximize these benefits. Otherwise, all
that happened was one guy got one license back.
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I want all the guys that deserve them to have their licenses
without fear of cracking a fart and the county sheriff smelling
it. Ya dig?
1/26/2008

PAFOA

Any chance of some preemptive action on our parts?
Something like those OpenCarry training documents but in
letter format and addressed to every sheriff's office statewide.
Something that encloses the news snipetts from Chambersburg
and reads to the effect of "Dont be a wollyung. Dont think its
ok to revoke citizens' LTCF on a whim(just on the off chance
you were thinking about maybe doing it) because you WILL be
held accountable " in so many more professional words.
I really thought the states' sheriffs would have taken notice
automatically after this months victory on E Lincoln.
Apparently not.
What could it hurt? Pro-gun sheriffs get the memo and smile.
Antigun or on-the-fence sheriffs get the message. Possible
decrease in arbitrary jagoffism.
just a thought

12/2/2008

Letsgopens

Are you serious?
Its easy to post pictures of terrorists holding AK's in an attempt
to demonize guns but I should hope most people would see
right through that tactic.
What happens when the GOV is the only entity with any real
firepower.
And they feel like trampling you.
With what instruments will you fight the tyranny?
Lest ye forget.
Think it cant happen here?
Stay tuned.

2/1/2009

Stormfront

Re: Preparedness: Post what you're hearing on the street

here in Pittsburgh we are anticipating thousands of revelers
following the superbowl, of course...
lots of local media coverage lately seemed to revolve
around/emphasize heavy police presence on the streets...
it may be an interesting opportunity for the cops to flex
their crowd control muscles/have a 'dry run'/make a
statement for any future unrest...
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similarly, it provides a chance for the citizenry to survey
police procedure in an unrestful environment

2/11/2009

Stormfront

I will be out safely observing the situation in my area...will
follow up with any interesting points
Oops. forgot to follow up on this...
partly because nothing notable really occurred in my
neighborhood
minutes after the game ended the boulevard flooded with
bar-goers...
screaming and dancing, small fireworks...
minutes later a few squad cars arrived on the scene and
drove up and down the street, seemingly sizing up the
situation. Shortly thereafter they picked a single block to
close down using parked squad cars. About a half dozen
helmeted cops with 4 foot batons(!) and a few k9 units
arrived....some held ground and others patrolled within their
limited closed-off area.
I observed a formation of 4 police motorcycles with sidepods and 2 full sized vans parked in the road along with
countless cruisers. I would consider it a very heavy police
presence for an area that I would estimate only had maybe
150-250 (predominantly white) people that were acting
fairly civil. I observed no arrests nor any serious police or
civilian misconduct.
I did break silence one time to a small group of 3-4 white
cops off to the side of the main gathering that seemed to be
having some sort of little conference..I couldnt help myself
and figured it couldnt hurt.
Me(from the sidewalk): "HEY! WHEN THE **** REALLY HITS
THE FAN, I HOPE YOU GUYS ARE ON OUR SIDE....!!"
I definitely got their attention because the one with his back
to me turned around. They heard me loud and clear but
kept stone faces. I can only hope that at least SOME our
men and women in uniform have their heart in the right
place. I hope one of those guys thought twice about what I
really meant.
Within an hour most revelers had dispersed, I watched the
police motorcade leave the area from a friends 2nd story
apartment. It was surreal watching all the police vehicles
travel in a caravan like that.
overall I would say the police reaction in my area seemed
fairly structured and organized....maybe it was just my
mind but it came and went just like a dress rehearsal.
afterall, this was a HAPPY crowd of WHITES....
Here is a short clip with police on horseback. BTW, the local
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news said 500 officers were on duty that night.
I remember reading that the arrest total doubled from when
the steelers won in 06. Same city, same event, two years
later, double the arrests?
I think the most ominious tidbit from a rather boring night
overall (cops and negroball arent among my favorite things
in the world) was that the police had commandeered port
authority BUSSES for use in riot control!
I saw a clip on the news that night of three busses in use by
police but have since been unable to find any photos or
video of them on the internet. It was just creepy seeing
busses put into action by authorities, as if they were ready
to transport busloads of steeler fans to 645 FEMA drive if
neccessary.
I really wonder what happened in Pittsburgh's many black
neighborhoods that night. I dont trust the MSM to report the
happenings accurately and I sure wasnt about to investigate
for myself.

2/23/2009

Stormfront

Re: Preparedness: Post what you're hearing on the street

Pittsburgh To Add
More Surveillance Cameras

ramping up the police state-

http://kdka.com/local/Pittsburgh.sur....2.939874.html
Quote:

The city received a grant from the Department of
Homeland Security to invest in cameras and software to
access camera systems.
Project manager, Gwen Moorer [negress], says 16 new
bridge cameras for the downtown area, have been
approved.
"Those 16 bridges would have license plate recognition
cameras," says Moorer. "Those cameras systems will
equipped with motion detection analytics."

3/4/2009

Stormfront

Re: Glenn Beck Mentions FEMA Camps on Fox & Friends

He backed out.

YouTube - Glenn Beck Talking About FEMA Camps with Ron
Paul

3/10/2009
to
4/4/2009

Stormfront

Note: At some point between 3-10-2009 and April 4 2009 he
changed his screen name from RichP to “Braced for Fate.” All
the earlier messages had the screen name RichP, not Braced for
Fate.

3/25/2009

Stormfront

Re: Preparedness: Post what you're hearing on the street
Quote:
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A usually quiet U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs
Cemetery, has been unusually active lately. The National
Memorial Cemetery of Arizona is a beautiful 225 acre
facility located in Phoenix.
For the past 30-45 days in the early hours of the morning
until sunset, a massive construction operation has been
underway. Major amounts of earth have been excavated
out about 9-10 feet deep and 600-1000 feet wide. There
is multiple locations on the property like this. From the
satellite view there appears to be more sections that have
been covered with the concrete lids and backfilled to look
as if nothing is there. ABC rock is put in place under the
burial vaults for good drainage and solid bedding. This will
help not contaminate ground water sources from
decomposition of human bodies.
FWIW from AJ: http://www.infowars.com/military-ind...rus-citizens/ [AJ is Alex Jones –ADL]

3/29/2009

Infowars

http://www.infowars.com/modern-militia-movement-reportwritten-with-adl-assistance/
P O Status Says:
March 29th, 2009 at 1:30 pm

This is a good article. Its important to tie in the ADL with all of
this.
For being such huge players in the endgame, too many
‘infowarriors’ are surprisingly unfamiliar with the zionists.
Mainly bc Alex refuses to call a spade a spade. Get me?
about these NWO/illuninati/elite types: think of some things
(besides money and power) that they all have in common.
3/29/2009

Stormfront

Re: “Modern Militia Movement” Report Written with ADL
Assistance
Quote:

Originally Posted by I.Q.
Yes, just try posting anything about Jews or Zionism on
Alex Jones' Prisonplanet forum, and see how quickly you
are banned and your posts deleted.
Well, I cant say one way or another. My mind hasnt been
made up on AJ 100% [AJ is Alex Jones –mp]
for what its worth though, my comment on this article
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seems to have stuck:
Quote:

Originally Posted by Me
"This is a good article. Its important to tie in the ADL with
all of this.
For being such huge players in the endgame, too many
‘infowarriors’ are surprisingly unfamiliar with the zionists.
Mainly bc Alex refuses to call a spade a spade. Get me?
about these NWO/illuninati/elite types: think of some
things (besides money and power) that they all have in
common. "
Granted, I didnt call the spade either- I hinted at it without
screaming JEWS! but it stuck.
Maybe one of you can find that comment on there and
reply.
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Anti-Government/Survivalism
Date
8/21/2007

Source
Skoolie

Comment
How to? Solar Charge
Im hoping you can shine some light on the electric system for
my upcoming project. What I want to do is rig up the electrical
system in my short bus.
Ultimately, Im going to want to be able to power a small air
conditioning unit. Also, I want to power one or two of: laptop,
television, a small radio, and very low wattage lighting.
Additionally, but not simultaneously, at some point I may need
to power an electric burner or cookware of some type.
Realizing a small air conditioning unit may draw 10 amps max
over 8 hours max (80Ah) and that I do not want to discharge
my deep cycle battery beyond 50% at any time if at all
possible, that puts me in the 160Ah range. Add another 100Ah
to that for other applications and Im leaning towards the
Concorde Sun Xtender PVX-2580L AGM Sealed Battery rated
at 255Ah, 12Volt. Even if overkill, better too many Ah than too
few Ah, especially if dependant on solar power, no?
Im fairly sure Ive sized my battery appropriately, so Id like to
build the system around that. I want three available methods of
charging this battery.
A) I want to mount a Sanyo 200 Watt HIT Solar Panel to the
roof. Ill have room for more than one, seeing as how the
dimensions are roughly 4.3 feet X 2.9 feet, but maybe not the
budget for more.
B) A Honda EU2000i or EU1000i lightweight generator will
come along for the trip
C) Id like to be able to charge the battery off of 120v AC
whenever I can find some juice around.
Now I plan to spend the majority of my time in Florida, Texas,
and the southwestern areas of the US, hence the desire for solar
charge. Like I said, I may have room for more panels, but not
the budget...so
Question 1) How likely is it that I will need a second panel at
all?
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I need a charge controller between the PV unit(s) and the
battery, that much I know. Where Im somewhat confused leads
to
Q2) How do I determine what I need the charge controller to be
rated at?
The two AC methods would probably be primarily for backup
during cloudy spells or in the event of a high depth of
discharge etc. So I need a multistage battery charger between
the shore power/ generator and the battery bank. Similarly
Q3) How do I determine what the charger needs to be rated at?
Also, Im very open to additional methods of charging the
battery, but very unsure as to how anything else might work.
Ive heard I can rig a special alternator to generate charge, but
not sure of the costs of this method, and really would like to
keep this electric system seperate from the vehicles own
primary electrical system. I think the solar power along with
said backups should be a good set-up.
Great, now that the battery is juiced up, its time to run the
show. I plan on having every appliance using 120v AC power.
Of all the appliances I think I might run, the measuring stick
for the inverter should be the sum of the wattages of the
appliances running simultaneously, or the wattage of the
highest drawing appliance thatd Id run by itsef.
Most likely the first scenario has me running a 600 watt AC
unit, and maybe a 100 watt laptop plus a few lightbulbs. Less
than 1000 watts total. The second scenario has me running
either a 1000 watt microwave or a 1200 watt cooking device by
itself so lets go with a Samlex 1500 Watt 12 Volt Sine Wave
Inverter.
EDIT: Oh- and if anybody can speak a bit about where ill need
my fuses and meters, and what type, thatd be great!
So theres my system, as I see it. If you see any gross
miscalculations or oversights, please let me know. Ive
researched this topic fairly well, but am by no means an expert
in the field so its likely theres alot that I dont understand and
before I go about purchasing thousands of dollars in
equipment, I need to know its all going to work smoothly.
Thanks!
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10/27/2007 Stormfront

(in response to someone buying a marine battery and power
inverter)
That sounds SORELY insufficient.
You can have the biggest ugliest inverter in the world and
without a battery bank rated at the proper aH (amp hours)
capacity, its no good. Your whole electrical setup is only as
good as your battery bank. Now you say a (single) deep
cycle marine (ugh) battery.
What you need to do is figure out exactly what capacity you
need, worst case scenario, and work your way down from
there.
Example: I need to run this 1000w appliance for 10 hours.
Now, Watts/Volts=Amps
1000W/120 Volts = 8.3 Amps
8.3 Amps over 10 hours is 83 amp Hours
BUT you may be running your appliance out of the inverter
on standard 120v AC....keep in mind your battery is DC,
either 6, 12, or 24 volts.
So youre really drawing 83 Amps out of that 12v DC battery
83 amps over ten hours is 830 aH.
and you never really want to bring your deep cycle below
50% DOD (depth of discharge)
So what youd really need would be a battery bank with
1600aH
which, guess what folks, would literally weigh over a metric
ton
And thats not touching on how youre charging this bank. If
you have a single solar panel, my guess is that is probably
no more than 200W. So this 200W panel would be putting
out 16 amps at 12v under ideal conditions.
Now we know conditions are never ideal, but lets say the
sun shined upon the white race and were putting 16 amps
into our hypothetical battery bank its going to take 100
hours to fully charge. 50 hours because we didnt discharge
it fully. the sun shines for less than 12 hours a day. good
sunshine for less than 8, great sunshine for less than 4.
do the math, its going to take you all damn week for that
solar panel to juice up enough to run your appliance for
another 10 hour cycle. thats if clouds didnt exist.
And I assume you have a charge controller. and are taking
into account how much extra that 5000w superinverter is
sucking up just being on.
I do not mean to condescend you in the slightest way, but
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you really really need to do some research on this topic
So, what are the specs on your panel, and your battery?
What are your daily needs, worst case?

10/16/2008 Letsgopens

good place to interject a few more good videos about the
economy Ive been watching on youtube
No doubt you guys have seen this cat?
http://www.youtube.com/user/visionvictory
What do yinz think of him?

11/10/2008 PAFOA

whats up guys.
I spent a little time with the search feature but couldn't find
specific answers to these few questions:
1)A. Is it lawful to saw the barrel off of a shotgun leaving
enough to keep it from becoming NFA? Say I were to leave
18.5", is that permissable?
1)B. If so, does anybody have any good tips for making a good
cut?
2) I recently purchased some body armor from a friend. What
seems sortve shady is that there appears to be a place for a tag
with information (ser number, manufacture date, etc) but it has
been removed. I went ahead and purchased anyway for SHTF
purposes but my question is:
Is it lawful to possess/wear/transport police surplus body armor
in a vehicle if said armor bears no serial number?

12/3/2008

Letsgopens

Thanks all.
Cosmo_kramer wrote:I think we both may have to concede
these minor skirmishes, as fun as they are, because we're
spamming an already distracted thread.
agreed. Although any thread that mentions the second
amendment in title was bound to get off topic from ole plaxico.
I just saw the thread and said. damn. Heres comes a multipager.
pitts wrote:Besides, the 2nd amendment was for pioneers. It
has no place in today's society.

please tell me this is sarcasm. its just so hard to tell on this
issue. there really are people that actually believe this.
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in any event. i'm done in this thread for now. this makes my
head spin oh so fast
anybody that wants to be a sheep can be a sheep. the powers
that be are happy theyve converted you and even happier that
youre willing to make things easy for them. you know what
they say about about the tree of liberty.
Life must be pretty rough in your paranoid, dark world.
Look out the window. It is rough.
I wish in could live in your world where men solve problems
with kissyface sugarplum dumplings. No matter how much you
want it to be that...its not. It never will be.
Things get done because men fight and men die. Period. If you
dont believe me, when TSHTF, step aside. But first, give me all
your supplies.
12/4/2008

Letsgopens

this thread sux
i dont know why i even tried. clowns spout off in major US
papers every day. lemmings follow suit.
the big issues surrounding the 2nd amendment seem to be
beyond reasoning for some people. you can micro-pick the
whole matter into as many pieces as you want.
granted there are gun accidents.
im guessing that stone cold idiots shoot themselves and their
children with a higher regularity than prime genepool material.
ever think of it like that?
yeah and wackos exist and can use guns too. you win. good
job.
thanks for discussing it with me. by now its clear where I stand.
as if it mattered.
but I'm afraid I'm going to have to ask some of you to get really
real.
theres going be federal gun bans on the way. thats a fact.
at the very same time theres going to be:
increased domestic military presence. fact.
islamic jihad on innocent Americans. fact.
duh.
AND theres at least potential for economic distress and
subsequent civil unrest.
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who can debate this world isnt already in alot of turmoil.
as it has been for THOUSANDS OF YEARS NOW
now is not the time to 'dis' the constitution & the bill of rights.
to infringe on the common man's means of defending himself.
you may be right. I may be crazy. but it just may be a lunatic
youre lookin for
12/4/2008

Letsgopens

iEUX (Poplawski) wrote:
at the very same time theres going to be:
increased domestic military presence. fact.
HomerPenguin responded:
Really? According to whom?
Poplawski replies:
this proves you dont know whats going on around you.
google it. 20,000 Troops rededicated to the homeland. the
pretext? terrorism of course.
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/co ... 17_pf.html
http://news.yahoo.com/s/afp/20081201/ts ... tarytroops
http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2008/12 ... -security/
Posse comitatus? said who.
and this is just a foot in the door.

12/4/2008

Letsgopens

iEUX (Poplawski) originally wrote:
theres going be federal gun bans on the way. thats a fact.
AlexPKeaton replied:
I highly doubt that the dems would be stupid enough to do that.
Dems talking gun control pretty much guarantees that
republicans will take over in the midterms.
Poplawski writes:
Sorry Al. Its goin down man. HR6257. Its already been written.
Itll be reintroduced, pushed through Congress with ease, and
sealed with Obama's blessings.
You know what else? several states are pushing state
legislation regarding "ammo encoding"
Indiana HB 1260.

2/11/2009

PAFOA

I was wondering if anybody could help me out here...
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A group of friends and I are considering purchasing a lot of
military surplus rifles from an online retailer. We obviously
need to have them shipped to a FFL.
The problem so far is that the local shops want to charge us 3540 dollars per each to transfer them. This is stopping the group
buy in its tracks as nobody wants to pay 40 dollars each on a
rifle thats worth less than $100.
We are hoping we can find a FFL that can offer us a fair price
on the transfer of the entire lot (probably 6-10 rifles) or a lower
'per each' price.
Thanks
2/22/2009

Stormfront

Re: Preparedness & Survivalism, we shall prevail

Sir, If I may..

Save your breath for warning your brothers.
When I'm in the checkout line with the latest batch of
provisions...and the cashier/other customers are
white...then Ill take the time and effort to explain my
purchases and offer advice and a warning.
If the surrounding group is nonwhite. I remain stone-faced.
If ever asked why I am buying rice, beans, canned goods
etc in bulk...I work for a restaurant. and business is great.

2/23/2009

Stormfront

Re: Economy in DEATH spiral

apparently my boolean strategies are failing me big time
does anybody have a website that details where the DJIA
stood after each trading day close over the past year or so?

3/13/2009

Stormfront

Decoding the collapse

First, let’s review a few basic tenets that are commonly
espoused here on StormFront:
1. The federal government, mainstream media, and
banking system in these United States are strongly
under the influence of- if not completely controlled
by- Zionist interest.
2. An economic collapse of the financial system is
inevitable, bringing with it some degree of civil unrest
if not outright balkanization of the continental US,
civil/revolutionary/racial war, SHTF/TEOTWAKI
scenario etc.
2A. This collapse is likely engineered by the elite
Jewish powers that be in order to make for a power
and asset grab.
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Now, it seems to me that there is a need to reconcile these
concepts into a seamless, sensible theory about our near
future.
I don’t think there is any question that item 1 is the truth.
ZOG is. One can read the list of significant persons in
government and in major corporations and see who is
pulling the strings. One can observe the policies and final
products and should walk away with little doubt there is
Zionist occupation and- after some further research &
critical thinking- will discover their insidious intentions.
I also don’t think there is too much debate about the
eventuality of a collapse of economic and social order in this
country. All signs seem to point to a once great nation in
the midst its last gasp, suffocating under the weight fiscal
irresponsibility. Poisoned by design by the moral decadence
that is a direct byproduct of item 1.
The purpose of this thread is to tap into the collective
knowledgebase of the many bright White Nationalist
thinkers that peruse this forum. Please help me try to
determine the most likely scenario so that we may organize
ourselves around it and plan for its contingencies. If we
somehow get thoroughly blind-sided at this late stage it is
possible that we may never recover.
At the heart of my question is this:
If 1 and 2 are accepted as accurate, what sense does
it make for 2A to also be true?
In other words: Why, seeing as how the Jews seem to
have the nation right where they want it, would they
now turn around and destroy it?
Common perception seems to be that if there is an abrupt
collapse of social order then racial awareness among the
white population will rise dramatically. The Jewish media
that dictates “pop culture” could no longer elevate the
negro, and reality would reveal its nature. Race-mixing
would come to a halt overnight. Consumerism and
materialism would cease as the people scrounge for the
necessities.
It would make much more sense to keep the population
content and therefore apathetic and lethargic than to stir
the pot that would at the very least: create a disruption in
the agenda, and at the very most: drive the elite from their
places of power, which have undoubtedly been sought out
and schemed after for decades.
Fortunately, as of right now, the American populace has yet
to be fully racially homogenized, has yet to become even
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close to disarmed, and still would stand a fighting chance to
throw off their chains and ensure a worthwhile existence for
their children. It would make more sense, from the
perspective of the Zionists, to maintain status quo and
continue the drumbeat of miscenegration, continue to sound
the horn of liberalism, and continue the march toward a
dystrophic society in which they could never be challenged.
Furthermore, given the situation in the Middle East, it
doesn’t make sense for Israeli interest to strangle its chief
benefactor. If the US "goes under" and no longer has the
funds or personnel willing to fight wars on behalf of the
Jews then the state of Israel would be history within months
as the Arabs would seize the opportunity they’ve been
waiting for. Or could the Jews rely upon their nuclear
arsenal to stave off assured destruction?
Don’t get me wrong. If a total collapse is what it takes to
wake our brethren and guarantee future generations of
white children walk this continent, if that is what it takes to
restore our freedoms and recapture our land: let it begin
this very second and not a moment later. Let comfort and
convenience be damned, and I will welcome the hardship
and embrace the pain secure in the knowledge that our
people will rise above and overcome our darkest days.
I just am beginning to think that the elders of Zion are too
smart to start the war. Why would they give us the push we
need? Unless greed and audacity have clouded their minds
in the final hour, I just cannot see an engineered abrupt
collapse scenario. We, the people, are not ripe to be picked
from the tree of liberty. Not just yet. If disturbed at this
juncture, the seeds of racial purity will fall again on this land
and take root. Our enemies know it. They’ve got to.
So where does that leave us? I will continue to instill racial
awareness among our brothers and sisters. I will continue to
promote preparedness but I am not sure what to warn of
anymore. Perhaps the elite, be they evil Zionists or greedy
traitorous goyim, have truly lost control and the inherent
error of their endeavors is creating an unstoppable tidal
wave of global backlash sure to breathe much needed life
into our movement? But perhaps we will endure some type
of slow, drawn out national demise that will allow the
masses to remain asleep while the power at the top is
consolidated?
Perhaps there is an elephant in the room and I don’t see it.
Do you?
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Anti-Government/Resistance
Date
11/1/2008

Source
Stormfront

Comment
Re: Avoid revolutionary fantasies, kooks, nutcases, government
informants

This is a good thread. It has been duly noted on my part.
Although, I agree more with dixieland.

It seems to me that our enemies would like nothing more
than to see us retreat peaceably into the hills so that they
could continue raping the remainder of the land without
having to worry about any 'kooks' putting up a fight
The breeding colony concept is great if you want temporary
asylum. I fail to see how it would translate into ultimate
victory for our people.
So lets all migrate our way into taking back our nation. That
will fix 'em.
Ill subscribe to the camp that believes we are running out of
time. A revolutionary is always regarded as a nutcase at
first, their ideas dismissed as fantasy.

11/10/2008 PAFOA

whats up guys.
I spent a little time with the search feature but couldn't find
specific answers to these few questions:
1)A. Is it lawful to saw the barrel off of a shotgun leaving
enough to keep it from becoming NFA? Say I were to leave
18.5", is that permissable?
1)B. If so, does anybody have any good tips for making a good
cut?
2) I recently purchased some body armor from a friend. What
seems sortve shady is that there appears to be a place for a tag
with information (ser number, manufacture date, etc) but it has
been removed. I went ahead and purchased anyway for SHTF
purposes but my question is:
Is it lawful to possess/wear/transport police surplus body armor
in a vehicle if said armor bears no serial number?
Thanks all.

11/18/2008 Stormfront

Quote:

Originally Posted by ModernWarrior
I believe we now have many silent awake whites that
have been buying up guns at gun shops and reading
Stormfront as guests.
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QFT.
[acronym for “quite fucking true” –ADL]

12/2/2008

Letsgopens

Are you serious?
Its easy to post pictures of terrorists holding AK's in an attempt
to demonize guns but I should hope most people would see
right through that tactic.
What happens when the GOV is the only entity with any real
firepower.
And they feel like trampling you.
With what instruments will you fight the tyranny?
Lest ye forget.
Think it cant happen here?
Stay tuned.

12/3/2008

Letsgopens

Cosmo_kramer wrote: A man does not need an automatic rifle,
a tank, nor a rocket launcher to defend his home...
This is short sighted. Painfully short sighted.
Im so glad everybody believes that the American way of life is
gonna last forever and
A) there will never be any type of civil unrest that may cause
you to need something significantly more a pump shotun to
defend your home/neighborhood
B) the government will never decide it knows better than you
do, and therefor will take any action it deems necessary to
further any means it decides it wants to accomplish

12/3/2008

Letsgopens

C) no foreign armies will ever be rampaging through your
suburban village
MWB wrote:
Or watch murder rates, suicides, and accidental shootings
skyrocket. Who knows what would actually happen in your
gun-ruled world, but I doubt it would be pretty.

One thing is for sure. The power would be restored to the
people. God forbid.
"my gun ruled world"
LOL. Oh wow. what do you think rules the world, dude? puppy
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dogs and cotton candy?
12/3/2008

Letsgopens

Cosmo_kramer wrote:I think we both may have to concede
these minor skirmishes, as fun as they are, because we're
spamming an already distracted thread.
agreed. Although any thread that mentions the second
amendment in title was bound to get off topic from ole plaxico.
I just saw the thread and said. damn. Heres comes a multipager.
pitts wrote:Besides, the 2nd amendment was for pioneers. It
has no place in today's society.

please tell me this is sarcasm. its just so hard to tell on this
issue. there really are people that actually believe this.
in any event. i'm done in this thread for now. this makes my
head spin oh so fast
anybody that wants to be a sheep can be a sheep. the powers
that be are happy theyve converted you and even happier that
youre willing to make things easy for them. you know what
they say about about the tree of liberty.
Life must be pretty rough in your paranoid, dark world.
Look out the window. It is rough.
I wish in could live in your world where men solve problems
with kissyface sugarplum dumplings. No matter how much you
want it to be that...its not. It never will be.
Things get done because men fight and men die. Period. If you
dont believe me, when TSHTF, step aside. But first, give me all
your supplies.
12/4/2008

Letsgopens

this thread sux
i dont know why i even tried. clowns spout off in major US
papers every day. lemmings follow suit.
the big issues surrounding the 2nd amendment seem to be
beyond reasoning for some people. you can micro-pick the
whole matter into as many pieces as you want.
granted there are gun accidents.
im guessing that stone cold idiots shoot themselves and their
children with a higher regularity than prime genepool material.
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ever think of it like that?
yeah and wackos exist and can use guns too. you win. good
job.
thanks for discussing it with me. by now its clear where I stand.
as if it mattered.
but I'm afraid I'm going to have to ask some of you to get really
real.
theres going be federal gun bans on the way. thats a fact.
at the very same time theres going to be:
increased domestic military presence. fact.
islamic jihad on innocent Americans. fact.
duh.
AND theres at least potential for economic distress and
subsequent civil unrest.
who can debate this world isnt already in alot of turmoil.
as it has been for THOUSANDS OF YEARS NOW
now is not the time to 'dis' the constitution & the bill of rights.
to infringe on the common man's means of defending himself.
you may be right. I may be crazy. but it just may be a lunatic
youre lookin for
12/8/2008

Stormfront

Re: If You Could Have Just One Weapon- SHTF, What Would It
Be?

I guess I'd have to say my AK.
Which is nice because it doesn't have to fall from the skyits in a case within arms reach.

2/11/2009

PAFOA

I was wondering if anybody could help me out here...
A group of friends and I are considering purchasing a lot of
military surplus rifles from an online retailer. We obviously
need to have them shipped to a FFL.
The problem so far is that the local shops want to charge us 3540 dollars per each to transfer them. This is stopping the group
buy in its tracks as nobody wants to pay 40 dollars each on a
rifle thats worth less than $100.
We are hoping we can find a FFL that can offer us a fair price
on the transfer of the entire lot (probably 6-10 rifles) or a lower
'per each' price.
Thanks
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3/10/2009
to
4/4/2009

Stormfront

Note: At some point between 3-10-2009 and April 4 2009 he
changed his screen name from RichP to “Braced for Fate.” All
the earlier messages had the screen name RichP, not Braced for
Fate.
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“Mainstream” Politics and Obama
Date
2/8/2008

Source
Speakout.com

9/27/2008

Letsgopens

Comment
Obama and the 2nd
Solves an interesting problem for me, if Obama does not
support both the right and the spirit of the 2nd I'll not trust him
to support the rest. The Amendments are all or nothing, they
are not selective choices by the party in office. Voting
Democratic has just been removed as a choice, need to re
register now I guess so I can vote in the primaries.
I think the neocons will murder Obama and frame white
supremacists.

10/16/2008 Letsgopens

Re: Obama-Biden vs McCain-Palin
by iEUX on Thu Oct 16, 2008 6:47 am
Im worried because I'm not optimistic about McCain's chances
here.
And I really want a President that we can look to as a true hero.
How long since we've had that? Since the bulk of Americans
could look to their elected leader and truely see what you'd call
a great man. John McCain couldve at least been that much. He
has that factor covered. Regardless of any issue on the table.
I have a feeling I will be sickeningly disappointed this winterIll be sick when I step out of the door. I can feel it already.
Ill want to grab the first stranger I see and shake them. How
did you let this happen?!? Not now!!! Not with so many evil
people bent on our destruction!!!
Its too soon for this experiment in American politics. I feel like
this whole Obama phenomenon is just enhanced by a certain
novelty factor. If you want a young, suave, gentleman in office.
Thats fine. If you want a black man. Ok. Whatever.
But not now. Not just yet. There's a tremendous amount of
**** on the line right now. We need the closest thing to a sure
thing. Can't we bring in the steely eyed former-POW that was
raised in a military family and clearly has dedicated his entire
life in service to our nation.....Just until we get a firmer grip on
this whole national security thing? Or until we can figure out
the future of our military footprint in the world?
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The final debate's topic schedule was absolutely horrible. They
really really need to change the topic of the final debate to be
inclusive of ALL major issues. Its the last chance we get to
hear directly from the guys you expect us to trust with our
votes, and we get only part of the story?! I couldve smashed
my television when I realized there wasnt gonna be a wrap-up
on foreign policy and terrorism related matters.
Were on the cusp of losing our way of life as a nation. You
cant treat economics and terror as two totally unrelated topics.
Were hobbling in financial crisis and looking like a better
target than ever, folks. Its akin to 'being on the ropes'....
God forbid if we have 911-2 on this next pres' watch. Then
what? instead of the hardened war hero we have this guy over
here who has sex appeal and speaks well and seemed like a
great idea at the time. gol-ly. effin incredible.
Were gonna need a tough head of state and a capable
commander in chief.
Barack Obama does not fit the bill. Does not. Obama is soff.
Obama is green.
The world wants Obama in there. Our enemies want Obama. If
thats not enough to convince you its a bad idea I don't know
what is
Ive been a believer of supporting the President no matter who
wins. The whole unity concept. but I will be so utterly
dissappointed with the state of our nation if the wrong choice is
made when the choice is clear.
If it were a campaign where you look at the two candidates and
you basically have slimeball politician A, and slimeball
politician B, both who are basically round-aboutly evenly
qualified and experienced. I would support the winner whether
he/she be black brown or white as my President.
But here you have a man with undeniable accomplishments and
contributions over the course of his long lifetime. An
inspiration by all means. Respected in the international arena.
Then you have another man who has these questionable
associations. who arguably is under qualified. whose record
definitely just isnt as impressive.....
ooohhh....but he speaks so well....and he has charisma. and
America is sick of Bush. and some people apparently have
some notion that only a Democrat can be the answer to the
financial crisis. so lets bring him in...give him a whirl...whats
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the worst that can happen? The biggest mistake the voters will
ever make and Bin Laden has his fingers crossed.
Some of you seem to think we cannot be destroyed. or think
that the American way of life is absolute, or guaranteed. So
many people take so much for granted and it is evident in this
whole election atmosphere. change. you want change.
you people make me so sick. if you let this smooth talking cad
hornswaggle this nation my heart will be broken. Because I do
love this country. So much. You would have stolen from me a
potential hero and instead installed the hippest flavor of day.
and if it ends up ruining everything I will sob heartily. just cry.
right into the star spangled banner but no longer be able to take
comfort in any real sense of being an American
dont let it happen. If Obama gets in there itll be the beginning
of the end of General Washington's grand boat ride. i know it.
itll be prime season to gang-bang the United States in the face
while we're down on one knee. so when that happens I hope
Barack is equally as eloquent addressing the nation when our
three rivers flow with blood so he can make you feel good
about your vote for 'change'
spread the wealth around. :facepalm: this is AMERICA. WE
DONT DO THAT HERE .
and he seriously is the favorite going into this last month? f me.
y'know. just f me. repeatedly.
that's all. I've been boggled. I cant do anymore.
EDIT-dont even try to quote me. I am not going to squabble with
anybody about any of this. I'm admittedly not the most well
informed voter about the microscopic issues but I know whats
important to me and I know what I look for in a candidate. Ive
withheld my comments in this thread but now Ive poured forth
and this is all Ive got for it. thanks for hearing me out. choose
wisely
10/16/2008 Letsgopens

You know, Tico.
Im honestly not even as up on McCain as the 'war hero' as it
probably sounded. Honestly theyre both probably jagoffs
without real answers and I believe that. But come inauguration
time I'm going to have to find a way to come to terms with
whoever is elected and itll be a helluva lot easier if its Johnny
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Mac. Thats what I'm saying.
somebody who has an outside chance of being called a hero
trumps somebody who has an outside chance of associating
with terrorists
10/23/2008 Letsgopens

with regard to the McCain supporter being assaulted:
I have a feeling that no matter what happens on Nov. 4 theres
going to be an outbreak of politico-racial violence.
Obama wins and white supremacists are going to pop out of the
woodwork with high powered rifles. You wouldnt catch me at
any Obama parade.
McCain wins and youll see more of this sort of random assault
stuff nationwide.
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Guns
Date
Source
11/24/2007 PAFOA

Comment
Re: open carry
Forgive me, I know I could dig hard for the answer to this, as
its frequently trodden territory around here but perhaps
somebody can just chime in and save me the time with a simple
answer or two if they would be so kind

1) are you required to produce ID for a police officer in PA
2) if confronted by an LEO would you be required to follow his
order to conceal the weapon/surrender the weapon/leave the
area (my guess would be no. being that you need only follow
lawful orders??)
3) would you be required to speak at all to a police officer that
stopped you, i.e. could I just sit and stare at his mug and see
what happens? or perhaps repeat the second ammendment or
something similiar with sharp redundancy?
4) would it be a good bet to just try to leave the area? what
happens if Im detained?
Basically I'm getting ready to strap on the holster and start with
the OC. Thing is, I dont look the part of an offduty LEO, being
freshly 21 and babyfaced to boot.
Im just tryin to find a general consensus on the best way to act
if hassled which for some reason I anticipate happening. Seems
like the jury can be somewhat out on the best way of handling a
situation.
I dont care to bend at all from harassment from the police If I'm
doing nothing more than exercising a right. If that means
pissing a cop or two off, then so be it, if they are so ignorant as
to try to trample my rights or inconvenience me in any way for
no reason. I mean Im not talking about DISRESPECTING any
cops, just not bending for them in fear as so many people do.
I know some gun owners may even see that as a problem,
giving other guys OC'ing a bad name or whathaveyou by
'stirring the pot'? I assure you Im not LOOKING for trouble! I
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read the thread about the guy at sonic, and it seems like he
handled it well, but it just lends itself to the question: why
would you even produce the LTCF (which I do have) when
youre not required for an OC on foot, y'know?
i dont know, I just dont want to be apprehensive about doing
something legal and well within my rights just because Im
unsure how to handle a problem if it were to arise.
Please pardon my FAQs, I assure you ill be sniffing around the
forum when I get spare time
12/28/2007 PAFOA

I am going to carry OC/CC in the street, in the mall, to a
church, to the picnic, on campus, at work, and to your wedding.
Because you cannot guaruntee me my safety at any given
location at any given time. I can. Or I can try. Thats the point.
The more I think of it. I am offended when you think it is
unnecessary, or inappropriate for me to take measures protect
myself. If somebody stabs me, will you bleed? I didnt think so.
Is workplace violence unheard of? Mall shootings? Church
shootings? School shooting? Hardly.
Has anybody ever lost it and attacked someone at a funeral, at a
wedding? It happens.
The threat exists everywhere. In every man there is a potential
for danger.
Why leave gaps in your armor? Murphy is a real bitch.

12/29/2007 PAFOA

I carry a cheapo nylon holster with a cheapo Bersa as well. But
with no shame. Youll see it.
Right now its the combo that I can afford. I am comfortable
with that. As much as I would like to strap on a 3000 dollar
custom 1911 its just not feasible right now. I actually love the
current setup, its extremely comfortable for me and I am well
practiced in the event I should need to pull it. The important
things are that I am taking steps to be prepared for self defense,
and am excercizing my rights to keep them strong.
I must admit, typically it doesnt cross my mind because the
average person doesnt know a nice gun/holster if dropped on
their toe.
Being at an event with gun people Ill likely be a little more
conscious of it. However I can only hope I would be judged not
on the make of my firearm, but on the content of my character.
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1/26/2008

PAFOA

And I wish I had the funds to run some sort of advertising
campaign:
"Have you had your LTCF unjustly revoked or denied? We
want to know about it! 1-800-WHITEMAN"
Like Greg said, not that we would be able to help everybody,
but I would like to know how rampant the abuses of power
really are. :shrug:

1/26/2008

PAFOA

I dont think the goal would be to penalize any sheriff. The idea
would be to plant the seed in their mind that they cant just
revoke or deny and not be called to task on it.
That, I think, isnt such a pipe dream.
If Sheriff Goofyballs is driving to work/reading the
paper/opening his mail/talking with his friend and it comes to
light that there are a group of people looking out for folks who
have been screwed, it makes him less likely to duplicate the
manuever.
I think this is true because what causes the little god complex
these guys have is the feeling that they can do what they want
and nobody is going to say anything to them about it, matter of
fact...nobody will even KNOW. No sheriff will be afraid to
serve up the sour grapes when the public doesnt realize its
happening, or isnt willing to fight it.
I think of it like this. We all sat and recognized the benefits that
emerged from 1/8/08. The "practical precedent". We would be
best served by trying to maximize these benefits. Otherwise, all
that happened was one guy got one license back.
I want all the guys that deserve them to have their licenses
without fear of cracking a fart and the county sheriff smelling
it. Ya dig?

1/26/2008

PAFOA

Any chance of some preemptive action on our parts?
Something like those OpenCarry training documents but in
letter format and addressed to every sheriff's office statewide.
Something that encloses the news snipetts from Chambersburg
and reads to the effect of "Dont be a wollyung. Dont think its
ok to revoke citizens' LTCF on a whim(just on the off chance
you were thinking about maybe doing it) because you WILL be
held accountable " in so many more professional words.
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I really thought the states' sheriffs would have taken notice
automatically after this months victory on E Lincoln.
Apparently not.
What could it hurt? Pro-gun sheriffs get the memo and smile.
Antigun or on-the-fence sheriffs get the message. Possible
decrease in arbitrary jagoffism.
just a thought
11/10/2008 PAFOA

whats up guys.
I spent a little time with the search feature but couldn't find
specific answers to these few questions:
1)A. Is it lawful to saw the barrel off of a shotgun leaving
enough to keep it from becoming NFA? Say I were to leave
18.5", is that permissable?
1)B. If so, does anybody have any good tips for making a good
cut?
2) I recently purchased some body armor from a friend. What
seems sortve shady is that there appears to be a place for a tag
with information (ser number, manufacture date, etc) but it has
been removed. I went ahead and purchased anyway for SHTF
purposes but my question is:
Is it lawful to possess/wear/transport police surplus body armor
in a vehicle if said armor bears no serial number?

12/2/2008

Letsgopens

Thanks all.
NYC is notoriously strict on local carry law-interesting for a
place thats notorious for street crime- so I assume that as soon
as he showed up in town he was illegal. Its a shame this sort of
thing happens and gives the anti-gun people more
'ammunition'.
With the left having firm control in Washington...our gun
rights are screwed for now anyway. HR 6257, anybody?
'loaded gun in public never the right
answer'.....right.....hopefully I can figure out exactly what the
right answer is If I'm ever faced with a marauding group of
miscreants intent on taking my life away...

12/2/2008

Letsgopens

Are you serious?
Its easy to post pictures of terrorists holding AK's in an attempt
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to demonize guns but I should hope most people would see
right through that tactic.
What happens when the GOV is the only entity with any real
firepower.
And they feel like trampling you.
With what instruments will you fight the tyranny?
Lest ye forget.
Think it cant happen here?
Stay tuned.
12/3/2008

Letsgopens

just hypothetically: Hand everybody an AK and a sidearm.
Everybody.
And see how long these mass murdering spree's last, if
anybody even dares to attempt them. Watch what happens to
armed robbery and murder and rape rates.
Surely some more fools would be shooting themselves in the
leg, given.
But in order to be a victim- you must be vulnerable.
The thing about gun control is that if you pass a law restricting
gun ownership the only people who are going to follow that
law are lawful citizens. Criminals are going to get guns no
matter what.
The undesireables already have the guns, and if they dont, they
will circumvent any law to get them.
Can you kinda understand where I'm going here?
So pass all the laws you want. Create gun-free zones out the
wazoo. All it says to the bad guy is that "hey, come on to our
state/city/locality...youll be the only one with a gun"
And really none of this takes into account the fact that human
events are shaped by war whether the paddycake liberals like it
or not.
Struggle is the father of all things. You need to look past
fearing the guy on the corner. Because as time passes....this
guy:

12/3/2008

Letsgopens

is going to start looking a lot less like a maniac and a lot more
like a guy you might desperately want as your next door
neighbor.
Cosmo_kramer wrote: A man does not need an automatic rifle,
a tank, nor a rocket launcher to defend his home...
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This is short sighted. Painfully short sighted.
Im so glad everybody believes that the American way of life is
gonna last forever and
A) there will never be any type of civil unrest that may cause
you to need something significantly more a pump shotun to
defend your home/neighborhood
B) the government will never decide it knows better than you
do, and therefor will take any action it deems necessary to
further any means it decides it wants to accomplish

12/4/2008

Letsgopens

C) no foreign armies will ever be rampaging through your
suburban village
iEUX (Poplawski) originally wrote:
theres going be federal gun bans on the way. thats a fact.
AlexPKeaton replied:
I highly doubt that the dems would be stupid enough to do that.
Dems talking gun control pretty much guarantees that
republicans will take over in the midterms.
Poplawski writes:
Sorry Al. Its goin down man. HR6257. Its already been written.
Itll be reintroduced, pushed through Congress with ease, and
sealed with Obama's blessings.
You know what else? several states are pushing state
legislation regarding "ammo encoding"
Indiana HB 1260.

12/8/2008

Stormfront

Re: If You Could Have Just One Weapon- SHTF, What Would It
Be?

I guess I'd have to say my AK.
Which is nice because it doesn't have to fall from the skyits in a case within arms reach.
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